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Are you a non-coder seeking for insight into Blockchain Technology, DevOps, Microservices
Architecture and Kubernetes?You might be a consultant, Advisor, Project Manager or a novice

into IT/Consulting industry; This book offers you insights into Blockchain Technology, DevOps
Microservices and Kubernetes. In addition, it includes extra booklets with the latest case studies

and interesting specifics.About Blockchain Technology: - How would Blockchain Technology
influence the day to time lives of common people?How Kubernetes Operates?- How would the
existing businesses be impacted and included with this brand-new Technology? The Nuts and
Bolts of the machine.- What are the additional sectors where this Technology have already

been Implemented?About DevOps:What is DevOpsRelationship between Agile, Scrum, Kanban
and DevOpsDevOps Adoption:  Organizational cultural ChangeDevOps EcosystemEmerging

TrendsDevOps success storiesAbout Microservices Architecture:Monolith Vs Microservices
ArchitectureBuilding & Why we required this system in 1st place? Integrating

MicroservicesTesting MicroservicesSecurity ConcernsCase StudiesDevOps achievement
storiesAbout Kubernetes:THE BACKDROP of it?- How could the federal government leverage the

Blockchain Technology to improve the service delivery?- How the current Businesses and
Careers would be transformed?GUIDELINES After going right through this instruction you can
appreciate related concepts like Blockchain Wallet, Distributed Ledger, Agile, SOA, Monolith

Architecture, DevOps, Docker, Kubernetes etc.How it really is deployed? You would also
become familiar with about the latest development and case research in these fields. looking
for latest Systems, Application Development methodologies and Services Oriented Architecture

models.I am confident that after going through the book you'd be able to navigate the
discussion with any stakeholder and take your agenda ahead as per your role.Additionally, in

case you are not used to the industry, and looking for a job in Technology Consulting, this
book will assist you to prepare with all the relevant information and understanding of the

topics.
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amazing book! I highly appreciate this book. I would suggest it to anyone who wants to know
about the subject, as blockchains are going to be in just about everything in the very near
future. I really enjoyed scanning this Blockchain Technology. RECOMMENDED Well crafted,
covers enough to reinforce my knowledge of block chain, and cyrpto currencies. Excited about
this technology and how it will revolutionize the economy. Well written I was able to learn how
the Blockchain technology works. Well written about the advantages and disadvantages of
technology. When you read this reserve, you should understand enough to have an idea of
what blockchains are, what they may be used for, and what 'mining' is. Great book for
blockchain. Everyone has heard about blockchain but few people know very well what it is. I
could apply this knowledge today. This book is recommended for highly effective Continuous
Delivery Handbook, Especially the writer explained this book very well.
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